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The distribution of quantifiers in clefts 
 
 
Abstract 
This paper examines the distribution of quantifiers in clefts. It addresses the fact that 
quantifiers are not always banned as clefted constituents and discusses analyses 
which have been proposed in the literature in order to account for this phenomenon. 
The paper argues that quantifiers qualify for clefted constituents only when they bear 
a strong reading (Agouraki 2010). Using Cypriot Greek data, it argues that clefts 
express identificational focus and shows that under this analysis, the distribution of 
quantifiers, which are sometimes allowed to occur in clefts and sometimes not, can 
be explained. Quantifiers which have a strong interpretation can express exhaustive 
identification, whereas quantifiers which bear a weak reading cannot, as they do not 
satisfy the existence presupposition induced by the cleft clause. The analysis can 
carry over to crosslinguistic data displaying similar constraints on the distribution of 
quantifiers in constructions which express identificational focus.     
 
Keywords: clefts; strong quantifiers; weak quantifiers; identificational focus 
 
1. Introduction 
A prevalent approach to the distribution of quantifiers in clefts is that these are 
banned as clefted constituents due to the semantic interpretation they bear which is 
incompatible with the reading clefted constituents may bear, that is identificational 
focus (É. Kiss 1998). On the basis of this assumption, it has been proposed that in 
languages in which quantifiers qualify for clefted constituents, clefts express a 
different meaning than the one expressed in languages like English (cf. Brunetti 
2004, Fotiou 2009). In particular, it has been proposed that in these languages clefts 
do not bear an identificational focus interpretation. This paper argues that the 
distribution of quantifiers in these structures can in fact be accounted for under an 
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identificational focus analysis of clefts1. Using Cypriot Greek data, the paper argues 
that quantifiers may qualify for clefted constituents or not, depending on the reading 
they bear. Only quantifiers bearing a strong reading are legitimate as clefted 
constituents (cf. Agouraki 2010). The paper provides an account for this, showing 
that quantifiers which have a strong interpretation can express exhaustive 
identification (É. Kiss 1998) over a set of alternatives, whereas weak quantifiers 
cannot. Under this analysis, the distribution of quantifiers, which are sometimes 
banned and sometimes allowed to occur in cleft pivots, can be explained. 
 
2. Previous analyses of the distribution of quantifiers in clefts 
 
2.1 . É. Kiss’s (1998) analysis of the distributional restrictions in Hungarian 
preverbal foci and English clefts 
 
É. Kiss (1998:251-253) argues that Hungarian preverbal focalizing constructions and 
their English equivalent, clefts, display restrictions in the distribution of universal and 
existential quantifiers. Consider the examples in (1)-(2) which are quoted from É. 
Kiss (1998:252). 
 
(1) *Mari  minden kalapot   nézett ki magának. 
       Mary every    hat.ACC  picked out herself.DAT 
       *‘It was every hat that Mary picked for herself.’ 
 
(2) *Mari  valamit              nézett ki magának. 
       Mary something.ACC picked out herself.DAT 
       *‘It was something that Mary picked for herself.’ 
                                                 
1 Note that identificational focus is not the only type of focus that cleft structures are assumed to 
express cross-linguistically. Nevertheless, as far as the discussed data is concerned, I argue that this 
should be analysed as expressing identificational focus. 
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According to É. Kiss (1998), the occurrence of the universal quantifiers minden and 
every and the existential quantifiers valamit and something as clefted constituents 
induces ungrammaticality in (1) and (2) respectively. On the basis of this data, É. 
Kiss (1998) argues that universal quantifiers and some-phrases are banned in clefts 
and Hungarian preverbal foci constructions. According to her, universal quantifiers 
and some-phrases are inherently incompatible with expressing exclusion; that is why 
they cannot occur in clefts. She considers the ban on universal and existential 
quantifiers in clefts and preverbal foci constructions as evidence that these 
constructions express identificational focus. 
 
2.2  Brunetti’s (2004) analysis of the distribution of quantifiers in Italian clefts 
 
Brunetti (2004) claims that Italian clefts allow for universal, existential and negative 
quantifiers to be clefted. Adopting É. Kiss’s (1998) analysis of the distribution of 
quantifiers in clefts, she considers that this suggests that Italian clefts do not express 
identificational focus. The idea is that if Italian clefts expressed identificational focus, 
these quantifiers would be banned as clefted constituents, as it is the case in English 
clefts and Hungarian preverbal foci (cf. É. Kiss 1998). 
 
 It must be noted that Beninca et al. (1988) argue that quantifiers are not 
legitimate as clefted constituents in Italian (cf. the examples in (3)), whereas this is 
not the case with preverbal focalized quantifiers (cf. the examples in (4)). Consider 
the examples presented by Beninca et al. (1988) (quoted from Brunetti 2004:74-75). 
 
(3) a. *E’      qualcuno che  sto      aspettando. 
          (it) is  someone that  (I) am waiting for 
      b. * E’      tutto           che è caduto. 
            (it) is everything  that is fallen 
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      c. *E’      nessuno che  (non)    ho     incontrato. 
           (it) is nobody    that (I) (not) have met 
      d. *E’      niente  che            (non) mi           hanno dato  da mangiare.  
           (it) is nothing that (they) (not) to-me-CL have   given to  eat 
 
(4) a. Qualcuno    sto     aspettando. 
          somebody (I) am  waiting for 
      b. Tutto          è caduto. 
          everything is fallen 
      c. Nessuno    (*non) ho     incontrato. 
          nobody (I) (not)    have  met 
      d. Niente             (*non) mi             hanno dato   da mangiare. 
          nothing (they) (not)    to-me-CL have    given to  eat 
 
The above data shows that the existential quantifier qualcuno ‘somebody’, the 
universal quantifier tutto ‘everything’ and the negative quantifiers nessuno ‘nobody’ 
and niente ‘nothing’ may occur in the preverbal stressed position. However, they are 
banned as clefted constituents.  Commenting on the examples in (3) and (4), 
Brunetti (2004) argues contra Beninca et al. (1988) that existential quantifiers and 
universal quantifiers are in fact allowed to occur as clefted constituents in Italian, 
when the appropriate context is given. 
 
(5) a. Stai       aspettando l’autobus? 
        ‘Are you waiting for   the bus?’ 
      b. No, è     qualcuno  che  sto    aspettando. 
         ‘No, it is  someone that  I am  waiting for.’2 
 
                                                 
2 Note that this structure is ungrammatical in Cypriot Greek (cf. also Fotiou 2009). 
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(6) a. Questa casa   ha   la   cucina  molto vecchia. 
         this       house has the kitchen very   old 
        ‘This house has a very old kitchen.’ 
      b. Non solo la cucina:    è     tutto         qui    che  crolla a pezzi! 
         ‘Not  only the kitchen: it’s everything here  that  falls into pieces.’    
 
Brunetti (2004) argues that the existential quantifier qualcuno ‘someone’ and the 
universal quantifier tutto ‘everything’ in (5) and (6), respectively, (quoted from 
Brunetti 2004:75-76) are legitimate as clefted constituents. According to her, this 
suggests that Italian clefts do not express exhaustive identification; following É. Kiss 
(1998), if that was the case universal and existential quantifiers would be banned as 
clefted constituents in Italian. 
 
Brunetti (2004) further argues contra Beninca et al. (1988) that the negative 
quantifiers niente ‘nothing’ and nessuno ‘nobody’ also qualify for clefted constituents 
when the negative operator non occurs in the copula clause of the cleft as opposed 
to the subordinate clause (compare the examples in (7) and (8) (quoted from Brunetti 
(2004:76)) with the examples in (3c) and 3d)).  
 
(7) a. Sei        preoccupata per    qualcosa? 
        ‘Are you worried         about something?’ 
      b. Non, no: non è     niente   che  mi    preoccupa.     Sono solo molto stanca. 
          ‘No, no:         it is  nothing that I am worried about. I am just   very   tired.’ 
 
(8) a. Qualcuno   ti ha detto il mio segreto! 
         ‘Somebody told you    my secret!’ 
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      b. Non è nessuno che me l’ ha detto. L’ho solo intuito. 
          ‘It is    nobody   that told me that.    I just guessed it.’3 
 
However, it must be noted that the structures in (7) and (8) sound marginal to many 
speakers. I will return to this issue in section 6.  
 
The data presented by Brunetti (2004) casts doubt on the idea that quantifiers are 
banned as clefted constituents. Nevertheless, it does not question the fact that the 
occurrence of quantifiers as clefted constituents sometimes yields ungrammaticality. 
It appears that quantifiers are sometimes allowed to occur as clefted constituents 
and sometimes not. This is something that needs to be accounted for. These 
questions will be addressed in sections 3 and 5.  
  
2.3  Previous analyses of the distribution of quantifiers in Cypriot Greek clefts 
  
Fotiou (2009) points out that Cypriot Greek and Italian clefts behave similarly with 
respect to the distribution of quantifiers. In particular, she shows that quantifiers 
qualify for clefted constituents in Cypriot Greek. Consider some of the examples 
Fotiou (2009:70) presents. 
 
(9) a. En   ULLI       pu   enna rtun    sto     party. 
         is     all           that will    come to the  party 
         ‘It is everybody that will come to the party.’ 
        
       b. En  I      PARAPANO (pu emas) pu    apetihan. 
           is    the most              (of us)       that  failed 
          ‘It is most (of us) that failed.’  
                                                 
3
 The anonymous reviewer emphasizes that these structures sound marginal to many speakers. 
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       c. Ennen  KANENAS  pu    ftei.  
           not is    nobody       that  is to be blamed 
          ‘It is nobody that is to be blamed.’4 
 
The quantifiers in (9), namely the universal quantifier ulli ‘all’, the group denoting 
quantifier i parapano ‘most’ and the Negative Polarity Item kanenas ‘nobody’, are 
legitimate as clefted constituents. Following the same line of reasoning with Brunetti 
(2004), Fotiou (2009) considers that this suggests that Cypriot Greek clefts do not 
bear an exhaustive identification interpretation. Once again, the idea is that if Cypriot 
Greek clefts expressed identificational focus, quantifiers could not be clefted. 
 
Commenting on Fotiou’s (2009) claim, Agouraki (2010) emphasizes that not 
every quantifier can be clefted. As Fotiou (2009) herself admits, there are cases 
where clefting quantifiers yields ungrammaticality. Nevertheless, Fotiou (2009) does 
not provide an account for this. Discussing this data, Agouraki (2010:549) attempts 
to identify the quantifiers that cannot be clefted. In particular, she argues that 
existential quantifiers, stressed or not, distributive universal quantifiers, negative 
quantifiers, NPIs, counting quantifiers, some EPIs and some group-denoting 
quantifiers cannot occur as clefted constituents. The universal quantifier ullos ‘all’, 
EPIs in the reading ‘someone else’ and some group-denoting quantifiers (cf. 
parapano ‘most’ in (9b)), though, can be clefted. Agouraki (2010) claims that this 
distinction between the set of quantifiers that qualify for clefted constituents and the 
set of quantifiers that do not, can be captured in terms of Milsark’s distinction 
                                                 
4 Note that this example sounds odd and incomplete to many speakers. Also note that there is a 
difference between this data and the Italian data in (7) and (8).  I will return to these issues in sections 
5 and 6. 
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between strong and weak quantifiers5. Nevertheless, the analysis she proposes for 
Cypriot Greek clefts does not address this. Agouraki (2010) leaves the question as to 
why only strong quantifiers should qualify for clefted constituents open for further 
research. 
  
The next section examines the distribution of various types of quantifiers in 
Cypriot Greek clefts in order to test whether the set of quantifiers that can occur as 
clefted constituents and the set of quantifiers that cannot, can be captured in terms 
of the strong-weak distinction. 
 
3. The distribution of strong and weak quantifiers in Cypriot Greek clefts    
    
3.1 Strong quantifiers in cleft pivots 
 
Consider the following examples in Cypriot Greek which include clefted quantifiers. 
 
(10) En  ULLI                      (i     kalesmeni)  pu    efian. 
        is   all. MASC.NOM.PL   (the  guests)       that  left.3.PL 
       ‘It is all (the guests) that left.’  
 
(11) En I                            PARAPANO (pu  tus kalesmenus)  pu    efian. 
        is  the.MASC.NOM.PL  most              (of  the guests)           that  left.3.PL 
       ‘It is most (of the guests) that left.’  
                                                 
5 Note that on the grounds that distributive universal quantifiers (kathe, ‘every’), which are considered 
to bear a strong interpretation (cf. Milsark 1977, de hoop 1992 among many others), are banned as 
clefted constituents, it is difficult to see how the distribution of quantifiers in clefts can be described in 
terms of the strong and weak distinction. That is, if strong quantifiers qualify for clefted constituents, 
we should expect distributive universal quantifiers to be legitimate as clefted constituents. I will return 
to this issue in section 5. 
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(12) En  LLII                       (pu  tus  kalesmenus) pu    efian. 
       is   few.MASC.NOM.PL   (of   the guests )         that  left.3.PL    
       ‘It is few (of the guests) that left.’ 
 
The above examples involve proportional quantifiers in the clefted position. Ulli ‘all’, i 
parapano ‘the most’ and llii ‘few’ express a proportion of the set i kalesmeni ‘the 
guests’; hence, they are called proportional. Proportional quantifiers are taken to be 
strong quantifiers (cf. Milsark 1977, Barwise and Cooper 1981, de hoop 1992, 
Kearns 2000 among many others). The grammaticality of the examples in (10)-(12) 
verifies the expectation that these quantifiers, being strong, qualify for clefted 
constituents. 
 
3.2 Weak quantifiers in cleft pivots 
 
Consider the following examples which involve cardinal quantifiers. 
 
(13a) *En  KANENAS       fititis       pu    en   efien.6 
           is   no.MASC.NOM  student   that  not  left.3.SG 
 
(13b) *Ennen  KANENAS       fititis       pu    efien.7 
           not is   no.MASC.NOM    student  that  left.3.SG 
         
(14) *En ENAS                pu   efien. 
         is   one.MASC.NOM  that  left.3.SG 
  
                                                 
6 Note that the meaning of kanenas ‘no’ in the examples in (13) is different from the one in (9c). This 
issue is addressed in section 5. 
7 Notice that the structure is ungrammatical no matter whether the negative operator en ‘not’ occurs in 
the copula clause of the cleft or in the subordinate (cf. Brunetti 2004). 
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(15) *En  KAPCI                                     pu   efian.8 
         is    some (people).MASC.NOM.PL  that left.3.PL 
 
Cardinal quantifiers are considered to be weak quantifiers (cf. Milsark 1977 among 
many others). The ungrammaticality of the examples in (13)-(15) bears out the 
expectation that these quantifiers, being weak, should not qualify for clefted 
constituents. 
 
3.3 Weak quantifiers with a strong reading in cleft pivots 
 
Nevertheless, merici ‘some’, polli ‘many’ and pente ‘five’, which are also considered 
to be weak quantifiers, do not induce ungrammaticality in examples (16)-(18).  
 
(16) En  MERICI                    (fitites)       pu     efian. 
       is    some.MASC.NOM.PL  (students)  that   left.3.PL 
       ‘It is some (of the students) that left.’  
  
(17) En  POLLI                        (fitites)      pu    efian. 
       is    many.MASC.NOM.PL   (students) that  left.3.PL 
       ‘It is many (of the students) that left.’ 
 
(18)  En  PENTE   (fitites)        pu    efian. 
         is   five          (students)  that  left.3.PL 
        ‘It is five (of the students) that left.’  
 
                                                 
8 Note that the context, in which the quantifiers in (14)-(15) occur, is one where a set, over which a 
proportional reading can be acquired, is not given (i.e. Enomiza oti en o Petros pu efie’, ‘I thought that 
it is Peter who left’), hence these quantifiers bear a weak reading (cf. the examples in (16)-(19) where 
such a set (fitites, ‘students’) is given). I will return to this issue in section 5.    
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It appears that the data in (16)-(18) contradicts the idea that weak quantifiers cannot 
be clefted. However, it must be emphasized that weak quantifiers may bear a strong 
reading and as such, they may qualify for clefted constituents. 
 
As Milsark (1977) argues, some, the English counterpart of kapci in (15), is 
ambiguous as to whether it should be interpreted as strong or weak. Kapci ‘some’ in 
(15) bears a weak, existential reading, hence it cannot be clefted. It may also bear a 
strong reading though. Consider the example in (19). 
 
(19) En  KAPCI                       pu tus  fitites        pu     efian. 
        is   some.MASC.NOM.PL   of  the  students   that   left.3.PL    
       ‘It is SOME of the students that left.’ 
 
Kapci ‘some’ in partitives bears a strong reading. It denotes ‘some subset of 
appropriate size to be referred as kapci ‘some’ of the set of students; hence it 
qualifies as a clefted constituent (Milsark 1977:15). Similarly, merici ‘some’, polli 
‘many’ and pente ‘five’ in (16)-(18) express a proportion of the set of students; that is 
why they may occur in clefts. 
  
 The above data shows that the distribution of quantifiers in clefts can in fact 
be described in terms of the strong-weak distinction. Quantifiers that bear a weak 
interpretation are banned as clefted constituents, whereas quantifiers with a strong 
reading can occur in cleft pivots.   
 
The question which arises is why quantifiers qualify for clefted constituents 
only when they bear a strong reading. I argue that this derives from the interpretation 
clefted constituents obtain, that is, identificational focus which is incompatible with a 
weak reading. 
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The next section provides evidence that Cypriot Greek clefts express 
identificational focus and section 5 demonstrates how adopting such an analysis for 
Cypriot Greek clefts may account for the distribution of quantifiers in cleft pivots. 
 
4. Cypriot Greek clefts express identificational focus 
 
Clefts have been analysed as expressing a type of focus which is known as 
‘contrastive’ (Vallduví & Vilkuna 1998) or ‘identificational’ focus (É. Kiss 1998)9. As 
argued in É. Kiss’s (1998:245) influential study, in these focalizing constructions the 
clefted constituent is ‘a subset of a set of contextually or situationally given entities’ 
for which the predicate phrase may hold. The clefted constituent is ‘identified as the 
exhaustive subset of this set’ for which the predicate phrase holds. É. Kiss (1998) 
provided evidence that English clefts and Hungarian focalizing structures express 
identificational focus by applying tests of exhaustive identification to these structures. 
In what follows, I examine whether Cypriot Greek clefts express this type of focus by 
applying the tests É. Kiss (1998: 250-1) used, to the Cypriot Greek clefts. 
 
The first test I will apply was designed by Szabolcsi (1981). It consists of two 
utterances. The first one involves two coordinated DPs in the focus position. The 
second one involves one of the coordinated DPs in the focus position. If the second 
utterance is not a logical consequence of the first utterance, it bears exhaustive 
identification focus. Consider the examples in (20) and (21). 
 
 
                                                 
9 É. Kiss (1998) argues that contrastive focus is a type of identificational focus. In particular, she 
claims that in clefts which express exhaustive identification over a closed set of entities that are given 
in the discourse, the clefted constituents obtain a contrastive focus interpretation. In clefts which 
express exhaustive identification over an open set of entities that are situationally given, the clefted 
constituents obtain a –contrastive, +identificational focus interpretation. 
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(20) a. En ena    kappello   t∫e    ena   palto         pu   eγorasen        i       Maria.      
            is   one    hat.ACC  and   one   coat. ACC   that bought.3.SG    the  Mary.NOM 
           ‘It is one hat and one coat that Mary bought.’ 
 
      b. En  ena     kappello   pu    eγorasen      i       Maria. 
           is   one     hat.ACC    that  bought.3.SG  the   Mary.NOM  
          ‘It is one hat that Mary bought.’ 
 
(21) a. I       Maria         eγorasen     ena  kappello  t∫e    ena   palto. 
            the  Mary.NOM  bought.3.SG  one  hat.ACC   and   one  coat.ACC   
           ‘Mary bought one hat and one coat.’ 
    
      b. I     Maria        eγorasen     ena   kappello. 
          the Mary.NOM bought.3.SG  one   hat.ACC    
          ‘Mary bought one hat.’ 
 
The utterance in (21b) is a logical consequence of (21a). It does not contradict the 
meaning expressed by (21a). To this extent, (21b) fails to express exhaustive 
identification focus. The cleft in (20b), though, is not a logical consequence of (20a). 
Cypriot Greek clefts, therefore, pass Szabolcsi’s (1981) test of exhaustive 
identification. 
 
 The second test of exhaustive identification É. Kiss (1998:251) applied to the 
Hungarian and English focalizing structures was designed by Donka Farkas (cited in 
É. Kiss 1998) and consists of a pair of utterances uttered in a context where ‘Mary 
bought a hat’. Compare the examples in (22) and (23). 
 
(22) a. En  ena  kappello   pu    eγorasen      i      Maria. 
            is   one  hat.ACC    that  bought.3.SG  the  Mary.NOM  
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            ‘It is one hat that Mary bought.’ 
 
       b. Oi,  eγorasen      t∫e   ena   palto. 
            no  bought.3.SG  and one   coat.ACC 
            ‘No, she bought one coat too.’ 
 
(23) a. I     Maria         eγorasen     ena   kappello. 
           the Mary.NOM  bought.3.SG  one  hat.ACC    
           ‘Mary bought one hat.’ 
       
        b. %Oi,  eγorasen      t∫e    ena   palto. 
               no   bought.3.SG  and   one  coat.ACC 
               ‘No, she bought one coat too.’ 
 
The utterances in (22b) and (23b) express negation of Mary buying only one hat. 
Therefore, they would be felicitous only as contradicting exhaustive identification. 
The utterance in (23a) does not express exhaustive identification of the DP ena 
kappello ‘one hat’, hence (23b), which expresses negation of exhaustivity, is 
infelicitous. The cleft in (22a), though, does express exhaustive identification of the 
clefted constituent ena kappello ‘one hat’. That is why (22b) is felicitous.    
    
 The tests of exhaustive identification provide evidence that Cypriot Greek 
clefts do express exhaustive identification. A final argument in support of the analysis 
of Cypriot Greek clefts as expressing exhaustive identification concerns the 
distribution of even-phrases and also-phrases in Cypriot Greek clefts. Consider the 
examples in (24) and (25). 
 
(24) *En  t∫e    to    kappello  pu    eγorasen      i      Maria.  
         is   and   the  hat.ACC   that  bought.3.SG  the  Mary.NOM  
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        ‘It is also the hat that Mary bought.’ 
 
(25) *En  akoma  t∫e   to     kappello  pu    eγorasen      i       Maria. 
         is   even     and   the  hat.ACC   that  bought.3.SG  the   Mary.NOM  
         ‘It is even the hat that Mary bought.’ 
 
Granted that Cypriot Greek clefts express exhaustive identification, the 
ungrammaticality of the examples in (24) and (25) is straightforwardly explained. The 
clefts in (24) and (25) identify a subset in the set of entities which Mary bought 
without excluding other subsets. In other words, the semantics of an even or an also-
phrase are incompatible with expressing exhaustivity (É. Kiss 1998:252); hence, they 
are banned from a clefted position. 
 
Having shown that there is compelling evidence that Cypriot Greek clefts 
express exhaustive identification focus, let us examine whether under this analysis 
the distribution of strong and weak quantifiers can be accounted for.  
 
5. Identificational focus and the strong-weak distinction 
  
Drawing on previous semantic analyses of exhaustivity in clefts, this section argues 
that clefts involve two types of presupposition (cf. Reeve 2012, Gribanova 2013): 
existence presupposition (Jackendoff 1972, Percus 1997, Rooth 1999 among others) 
and exhaustiveness (Halvorsen 1978, Szabolcsi 1981 among others). Consider the 
example in (26). 
 
(26) En O     PETROS pu   espase        to   vazo. 
        is   the  Peter       that broke.3.SG   the  vase 
        ‘It is Peter that broke the vase.’ 
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Existence presupposition entails that there is an X for which the predicate phrase 
holds (i.e. someone broke the vase). Exhaustiveness presupposes that the clefted 
constituent X (Peter) is the exhaustive X for which the predicate phrase holds. Notice 
that exhaustivity presupposes existence (Dekany 2010); that is, a clefted constituent 
X that does not satisfy the existence presupposition, cannot be identified as the 
exhaustive X that satisfies the predicate of the cleft clause.  
 
 Strong quantifiers are considered to be presuppositional. Many of the 
analyses proposed for the strong-weak distinction are based on the existence 
presupposition that strong quantifiers are assumed to carry (Keenan 1987, Diesing 
1990, Zucchi 1995, Moltmann 2005 among others). The idea is that strong 
quantifiers cannot occur in existentials (cf. the “definiteness restriction”) because 
they carry the presupposition that the set of entities over which they quantify is not 
empty. This is assumed to clash with the semantics of existential structures. On the 
other hand, quantifiers bearing a weak reading do not bear an existence 
presupposition, hence they are legitimate in existential structures10. 
  
Bearing these in mind, the fact that strong quantifiers may occur in cleft pivots 
is explained. Strong quantifiers satisfy the existence presupposition of the cleft 
clause, whereas weak quantifiers fail to do so. Indeed, under this analysis the 
ungrammaticality in (13) is accounted for. 
 
Kanenas fititis ‘no student’ in (13) is incompatible with the existence 
presupposition of the cleft clause as it denotes that the cardinality of the set of 
entities which are students and left is zero (Reeve 2008). In fact, the distribution of 
negative quantifiers in focalizing constructions has been used in order to test 
                                                 
10 See McNally (forthcoming) for a detailed discussion of the analyses proposed in the literature for 
the strong-weak distinction. 
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whether these bear an existence presupposition. Consider the example in (27) 
quoted from Percus (1997:339). 
 
(27) a. A: Who saw John? 
        b. B:[Nobody]F saw John. 
        c. B’: *It’s [Nobody]F who saw John. 
 
According to Percus (1997), the ban on the presence of nobody as a clefted 
constituent shows that clefts, unlike focalizing structures such as the one in (27b) (cf. 
Rooth 1999), carry an existence presupposition. That is, they induce the 
presupposition that there is an X that has property Π which is denoted by the cleft 
clause. The clefted constituent, which is identified as the exhaustive X that has 
property Π, needs to satisfy the existence requirement. Nobody cannot satisfy this 
requirement, hence the ungrammaticality in (27c). This data suggests that the clefted 
constituent must satisfy the existence presupposition in order to be compatible with 
the semantics of the cleft clause. A quantifier that bears a weak reading does not 
satisfy this requirement; that is why it does not qualify for a clefted constituent.   
  
On the grounds that clefts carry an existence presupposition, the 
grammaticality of (9c) is unexpected though. Recall that Fotiou (2009) claimed that 
negative quantifiers may occur in cleft pivots in Cypriot Greek. I argue that kanenas 
‘no one’ in (9c) bears a different meaning than bare negative quantifiers. Adopting a 
view of exhaustivity in clefts as ‘exclusion by identification’ (Kenesei 1986, É. Kiss 
1998), allows us to account for the grammaticality in (9c). 
 
 A structure such as the one in (9c) is uttered in certain contexts. It must be 
noted that the utterance in (9c) sounds odd and incomplete to many speakers. The 
oddness of (9c) is cancelled when it is followed by ‘en eγo pu fteo’, ‘It is I that is to be 
blamed’ (see Agouraki 2010:548) as in the example in (28).      
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(28) Ennen  kanenas      pu    ftei,                      en  EGO  pu     fteo.   
        not is    no one        that  is to be blamed   is    I        that   is to be blamed    
       ‘It is no one else that is to be blamed, it is me that is to be blamed.’ 
 
According to É. Kiss (1998:245), clefts identify the clefted constituent as the 
exhaustive subset for which the predicate phrase holds excluding a set of 
contextually or situationally given entities. In the example in (28), eγo ‘I’ is, in fact, 
the entity that is identified as the exhaustive subset for which the predicate phrase 
ftei ‘is to be blamed’ holds, whereas kanenas ‘no one else’ is the contextually given 
set of alternatives that is excluded11. This data, therefore, does not contradict an 
analysis of Cypriot Greek clefts as carrying an existence presupposition.  
 
As already argued, on the assumption that clefts induce an existence 
presupposition which needs to be satisfied by the clefted constituent, the ban on the 
occurrence of weak quantifiers in cleft pivots can be accounted for. If the analysis is 
on the right track, we would expect that these quantifiers become legitimate as 
clefted  constituents, when the existence of the set of entities, over which they 
quantify, is presupposed; that is, when they acquire a strong reading. As pointed out 
in section 3 (cf. the examples in (16)-(19), this expectation is born out. 
 
(29) a. Akusa          oti   merici                        fitites      efian        noris. 
           heard.1.SG   that some.MASC.NOM.PL  students  left.3.PL   early 
          ‘I heard that some of the students left early.’ 
 
 
                                                 
11 Note that kanenas (kanenas fititis, ‘no student’) in (13) bears a different meaning from kanenas  ‘no 
one else’ in (28). Kanenas fititis ‘no student’ in (13) is identified as the exhaustive X for which the 
predicate phrase holds, hence the ungrammaticality of this structure. 
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       b. En  POLLI                        (fitites)         pu    efian     noris. En itan  kali    idea  
           is    many.MASC.NOM.PL    (students)   that  left.3.PL early. not was good idea  
    
           na kano  party mes tin eksetastiki. 
           to  have  party in     the exam period 
        ‘It is many (of the students) that left early. It was not a good idea to have a party  
        during the exam period.’  
 
 Polli ‘many’ in (29b) denotes that a large proportion of the set of students left. In its 
vague cardinal, non-proportional reading, polli ‘many’ denotes a large number, that 
is, it bears the meaning ‘at least n’. The vagueness derives from the ‘unspecified 
choice of n’ (Partee 1988:241). Note that the meaning of these quantifiers when 
bearing a strong reading is usually given as a partitive structure (cf. (29b), many of 
the students). As Diesing (1990) argues, in partitives, the existence presupposition 
derives from the definite article in the complement of the preposition (cf. of the 
students). This entails that the set over which the proportion is being measured (the 
students) is given (Moltmann 2005), hence the proportional reading may obtain 
(McNally forthcoming:6).   
 
Proportional readings are strong readings, as they presuppose the existence 
of a set which is part of the background. In the example in (29b), the interlocutors 
know (roughly) the size of the set of students, hence they are able to judge what 
counts as a large proportion of this set (Kearns 2000). In a context where the set, 
over which the proportion can be measured, is not given, the proportional reading of 
weak quantifiers does not arise. This is the case with kapci ‘some’ in (15), where the 
quantifier bears a weak reading (sm people cf. Milsark 1977). Nevertheless, in a 
context where the background set (the students), over which a proportional reading 
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(some of the students) may obtain, is given (cf. the example in (19), kapci ‘some’ 
acquires a strong reading and qualifies for a clefted constituent12. 
 
(30) a. Akusa         oti    ulli                        i      fitites      efian       noris. 
                     heard.1.SG   that  all.MASC.NOM.PL  the students  left.3.PL   early 
                    ‘I heard that all the students left early.’ 
 
       b. En KAPCI                       pu tus  fitites      pu    efian       noris. 
           is   some. MASC.NOM.PL  of  the students that  left. 3.PL   early 
         ‘It is some of the students that left early.’  
 
       c. En ENAS                  (fititis)     pu    efie          noris. 
           is   one. MASC.NOM   student  that  left.3.SG   early 
           ‘It is one of the students that left early.’  
 
On the basis that kapci ‘some’ and enas ‘one’ are legitimate as clefted constituents 
in (30b) and (30c), because the existence of the set i fitites ‘the students’ is 
presupposed, we expect that indefinites which express an existential commitment, 
should also qualify for clefted constituents. The data in (31)13 verifies this 
expectation. 
 
(31) a. Enomiza       oti   en to   Petro         pu   perimeni    i      Maria. 
           thought.1.SG that is   the Peter.ACC that wait.3.SG   the  Mary.NOM 
           ‘I thought that it is Peter that Mary is waiting for.’  
 
                                                 
12 Notice that a felicitous context for clefting kapci  ‘some’ is one that gives rise to a strong 
proportional reading. 
13
 The examination of structures in which indefinites are legitimate in cleft pivots, was proposed by the 
anonymous reviewer.  
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        b. Oi, en mia gineka        pu  perimeni -tin         Thomaida Ioannu, kseris tin? 
            no, is  a   woman.ACC that wait.3.SG-the.ACC Thomaida Ioannu,know.2.SG her 
           ‘No, it is a woman that she is waiting for –Thomaida Ioannu, do you know  
            her?’  
 
Mia gineka ‘a woman’ in (31b) bears a specific reading, that is, it refers to a particular 
individual, however, unlike a definite NP, it does not entail that the interlocutor is 
familiar with the individual to which the speaker refers (Kearns 2000). The fact that 
the interlocutor refers to a particular individual, when uttering (31b), becomes 
apparent by the fact that the structure sounds better by adding ‘Tin Thomaida 
Ioannu, kseris tin?’’, ‘Thomaida Ioannu, do you know her?’.  Indefinite NPs which 
bear specific readings commit to the existence of the entity that they denote (Kearns 
2000). This explains why they qualify for clefted constituents. Unlike non-specific 
indefinites, they satisfy the existence presupposition of the cleft clause.   
 
5.1 Quantifiers and exhaustive identification 
 
As argued earlier, clefted constituents should satisfy both types of presuppositions 
that cleft clauses are assumed to carry. It is evident that strong quantifiers satisfy the 
requirement that the clefted constituent should carry an existence presupposition. 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to follow how they may satisfy exhaustivity as defined in É. 
Kiss (1998). É. Kiss (1998:262) claims that predicative phrases cannot express 
exhaustive identification as they do not denote individuals and that is why they 
cannot occur in cleft pivots. A proportional quantifier such as i parapano fitites ‘most 
of the students’ does not specify which members of the restriction set the students 
are members of the proportion that is being expressed. That is, a number of subsets 
consisting of distinct entities may satisfy this reading. Therefore, a different notion of 
exhaustive identification than the one assumed by É. Kiss (1998) needs to be 
adopted in order to account for the fact that proportional quantifiers (including 
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universal quantifiers which according to É. Kiss are banned in cleft pivots) qualify for 
clefted constituents. 
 
Consider the examples in (32) and (33). 
 
(32) Akusa           oti    merici                       pu tus   kalesmenus efian        noris. 
        Heard.1.SG   that  some.MASC.NOM.PL  of  the   guests          left.3.PL   early 
        ‘I heard that some of the guests left early.’ 
 
(33) En i  PARAPANO pu tus kalesmenus pu efian noris.  En itan  epitihia   to   party. 
        is  the most           of  the guests      that left3.PL early.Not was success the party 
       ‘It is most of the guests that left early. The party was not a success.’  
 
The cleft in (33) identifies i parapano pu tus kalesmenus ‘most of the guests’ as the 
exhaustive subset for which the predicate phrase efian ‘left’ holds, excluding the set 
of alternatives that is given in the discourse, that is merici pu tus kalesmenus ‘some 
of the guests’. Note that clefting i parapano ‘most’ does not exclude the 
complementary subset of the proportion that is being expressed by parapano ‘most’, 
but the alternative X that is given in the discourse: merici pu tus kalesmenus ‘some 
of the guests’.  
 
É. Kiss (1998:252) argued that universal quantifiers cannot express 
exhaustive identification as they do not exclude a member of the set specified by 
their restrictor. This assumption entails that clefted elements express exhaustive 
identification (viewed as ‘exclusion by identification’) as part of their independent 
semantic interpretation. If that was the case, it is not clear why they should occur in a 
cleft structure. In other words, what would be the reading clefted constituents acquire 
by virtue of their occurrence in a cleft structure, which is different from their 
independent semantic meaning? The example in (10) shows that universal 
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quantifiers are in fact legitimate as clefted constituents. Ulli ‘all’ in (10) qualifies for a 
clefted constituent.  I argue, contra Fotiou (2009) and Agouraki (2010), that the same 
holds for the distributive universal quantifier kathe ‘every’. Consider the examples in 
(34)-(35). 
 
(34) Distihos         merici                     γonis    en  endiaferunte ja      ta   pethca   tus. 
       unfortunately some.MASC.NOM.PL parents not care.3.PL     about the children CL. 
       ‘Unfortunately some parents do not care about their children.’ 
 
(35) En KATHE γonios               pu   endiaferete ja        ta    pethca   tu.    Aplos  i      
        is  every     parent.NOM.SG  that cares          about  the children CL   simply the  
         
        alli       ennen    iperprostateftici   opos esi. 
        others not are   overprotective     like    you 
       ‘It is EVERY parent that cares about his children. It is just that the other parents     
        are not being overprotective like you.’ 
      
Kathe γonios ‘every parent’ is identified as the exhaustive set for which the predicate 
phrase in (35) holds, excluding the contextually given alternative merici γonis ‘some 
parents’. Kathe γonios ‘every parent’ does not exclude any member of its restriction 
set, but the alternative that is given in the discourse. What is crucial, therefore, is that 
the quantifier acquires the identificational focus reading because it occurs in the cleft 
pivot, and ‘exclusion by identification’ may obtain because an alternative is provided 
in the discourse.  
 
 The above data indicates that strong quantifiers can express exhaustive 
identification considered as ‘exclusion by identification’ (Kenesei 1986), but in a way 
that is different than the one assumed by É. Kiss (1998). Exhaustive identification 
obtains by excluding the set of alternatives that is given in the context. As shown, it 
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is not necessary for clefted constituents to denote individuals. Thus, a notion of 
exhaustivity that captures the fact that strong quantifiers qualify for clefted 
constituents needs to be adopted. I argue that clefts identify the constituent in the 
cleft pivot, which does not necessarily denote individuals, as the exhaustive set for 
which the predicate phrase holds, excluding the set of alternatives that is 
contextually given. 
 
 In this section, it has been shown that, under an analysis of clefts as 
expressing exhaustive identification, the distribution of quantifiers in cleft pivots can 
be explained. Exhaustive identification entails that the clefted constituent satisfies 
the existence presupposition that is required for exhaustivity to obtain. Quantifiers 
bearing a weak reading do not satisfy the existence presupposition; that is why they 
are banned as clefted constituents. Strong quantifiers are presuppositional, hence, 
they may express exhaustive identification. In light of the discussed data, a notion of 
exhaustive identification that allows for elements that do not denote individuals to be 
clefted has been advocated. Exhaustive identification is viewed as ‘exclusion by 
identification’, however, not as exclusion of the ‘complementary subset’ in the sense 
of É. Kiss (1998:261). What is excluded in clefts is the contextually given set of 
alternatives. This accounts for the fact that universal quantifiers may, in fact, occur 
as clefted constituents.             
 
6. Applying the proposed analysis to crosslinguistic data  
 
Having shown that Cypriot Greek clefts bear an identificational focus interpretation 
and that this can account for the distribution of quantifiers in cleft pivots, let us 
examine whether this can carry over to the Italian data. 
 
Consider again the example in (6) quoted below as (36). 
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(36) a. Questa casa    ha   la   cucina  molto vecchia. 
            this       house has the kitchen very    old 
            ‘This house has a very old kitchen.’ 
         b. Non solo la   cucina:  è   tutto           qui   che  crolla a pezzi! 
             ‘Not only the kitchen: it’s everything here that  falls into pieces.’    
 
As already discussed, Brunetti (2004) considers that the fact that tutto ‘everything’ is 
acceptable as a clefted constituent in (36) suggests that Italian clefts do not express 
exhaustive identification. Nevertheless, I argue that the example in (36) does 
express exhaustive identification. The universal quantifier tutto ‘everything’ in (36) is 
identified as the exhaustive set for which the predicate phrase crolla ‘falls’ holds, 
excluding the alternative that is given in the discourse, that is, solo la cucina ‘only the 
kitchen’14. 
 
An analysis of the above structure as expressing exhaustive identification is 
reinforced by the distribution of also-phrases and even-phrases in Italian clefts which 
is similar to the one in Cypriot Greek clefts (cf. the data discussed in section 4). As 
Brunetti (2004) points out, anche-phrases and persino-phrases are banned in clefts 
(see the example in (37) quoted from Brunetti (2004:76)). 
 
(37) *?E’    anche/persino  il    capello    che  ha   comprato Maria. 
         (it) is also    even      the hat           that has bought      Maria 
          ‘It was also/even the hat that Maria bought.’ 
 
As already argued, also-phrases and even-phrases are incapable of expressing 
exhaustivity as they cannot express ‘exclusion’ (É. Kiss 1998:252). The fact that 
                                                 
14
 Note that the cleft in (3b) may sound odd to some speakers, not because of the occurrence of tutto 
(everything) as a clefted constituent, but because it is obscure how identificational focus may obtain 
given that the context under which (3b) is uttered is not given. 
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these phrases cannot occur in cleft pivots provides support for an analysis of these 
focalizing constructions as expressing identificational focus.  Under such an analysis, 
the fact that tutto ‘everything’ in (36) qualifies for a clefted constituent can be 
accounted for. The analysis proposed for the Cypriot Greek data can be applied to 
the Italian data. In particular, strong quantifiers such as tutto ‘everything’ may occur 
in cleft pivots as they satisfy the existence presupposition that is required for 
exhaustive identification to obtain. 
 
Under this analysis, we would expect negative quantifiers which cannot satisfy 
the existence presupposition to be banned as clefted constituents. Indeed, the 
ungrammaticality induced in (3c) and (3d) because of the occurrence of nessuno 
‘nobody’ and niente ‘nothing’ in the cleft pivot, fulfils this expectation15. Nevertheless, 
Brunetti (2004) argues that there are cases where negative quantifiers may occur as 
clefted constituents (cf. the examples in (7) and (8) quoted below as (38) and (39).    
 
(38) a. Sei        preoccupata per    qualcosa? 
          ‘Are you worried         about something?’ 
       b. Non, no: non è niente   che  mi     preoccupa.      Sono solo molto stanca. 
           ‘No, no:         it is  nothing that  I am  worried about. I am just   very   tired.’ 
 
(39) a. Qualcuno   ti ha detto il mio segreto! 
           ‘Somebody told you    my secret!’ 
       b. Non è nessuno che me l’ ha detto. L’ho solo intuito. 
           ‘It is    nobody   that told me that. I just guessed it.’16 
      
                                                 
15 Note that the ungrammaticality is not cancelled when the negative operator non occurs in the 
copula clause of the cleft (cf. Brunetti 2004). 
16
 As already noted, the anonymous reviewer emphasizes that these structures are marginal for many 
speakers.  
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The examples in (38b) and (39b), though, sound marginal to many speakers. The 
marginality of these structures is cancelled by adding a ci, which suggests that these 
should not be analysed as clefts17. Therefore, the analysis proposed for the Cypriot 
Greek data can, in fact, carry over to the Italian data. 
 
 As already discussed, É. Kiss (1998) claims that universal and existential 
quantifiers are banned as clefted constituents in English clefts and Hungarian 
preverbal foci (cf. the examples in (1) and (2)). On the grounds that these express 
identificational focus, we expect that existential quantifiers in their weak reading (cf. 
section 3) would not be able to occur in cleft pivots. However, we would also expect 
that strong quantifiers, such as universal quantifiers, would qualify for clefted 
constituents. As already shown, this is the case for Cypriot Greek and Italian clefts. 
Dufter (2009) argues that universal quantifiers are in fact legitimate as clefted 
constituents in English clefts as well. Consider the example in (40) quoted from 
Dufter (2009:97).     
 
 (40) In this case, it is EVERYONE who is being discriminated against. 
 
As argued in section 5, universal quantifiers may occur in cleft pivots provided that 
an alternative is given in the discourse over which exhaustive identification may 
obtain. It remains to examine whether, in this context, universal quantifiers may 
occur in Hungarian preverbal foci as well. 
 
 The data discussed in this section suggests that the analysis proposed for the 
Cypriot Greek data can be applied to focalizing constructions in Italian and other 
languages in which the distribution of strong and weak quantifiers as clefted 
constituents is similar to one in Cypriot Greek.   
                                                 
17
 This was pointed out by the anonymous reviewer who argues that these structures should be 
analysed as existential constructions.  
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7. Conclusion 
 
This paper examined the constraints on the distribution of quantifiers in clefts. It 
addressed the question as to why quantifiers are sometimes legitimate as clefted 
constituents and sometimes not. Using Cypriot Greek data, the paper showed that 
only quantifiers bearing a strong reading are allowed to occur in clefts (Agouraki 
2010). The paper argued that this can be accounted for if we analyze Cypriot Greek 
clefts as expressing identificational focus (É. Kiss 1998). Strong quantifiers can 
express identificational focus as they satisfy the existence presupposition that is 
required for exhaustive identification to obtain. Quantifiers which bear a weak 
reading cannot satisfy this requirement. This can explain why the latter are banned in 
clefts, whereas the former are legitimate as clefted constituents. In light of the 
discussed data, the paper argued for a notion of exhaustive identification which 
allows for elements that do not denote individuals to occur in cleft pivots. Moreover, 
the paper adopted a view of exhaustive identification as ‘exclusion by identification’ 
(Kenesei 1986). However, what is considered to be excluded is not ‘the 
complementary subset’ as argued by É. Kiss (1998:261), but the contextually given 
set of alternatives. Under this analysis, the fact that universal quantifiers qualify for 
clefted constituents is accounted for. Finally, the paper argued that the analysis 
proposed for the Cypriot Greek clefts can carry over to crosslinguistic data 
accounting for similar constraints on the distribution of strong and weak quantifiers in 
focalizing constructions expressing identificational focus. 
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